
WILFRED OWENS PORTRAYAL OF THE IMPACT OF WAR IN ANTHEM

FOR DOOMED YOUTH

How does Owen portray the impact of war in 'Anthem for Doomed youth' - Free Wilfred Owen is a war poet who often
writes about his own experiences in war.

The assonance of 'no' and 'nor', however, postulates a continual lack of such forms of recognition and gives a
sense of inertia - the never-changing status and under appreciation of the men. During World War I, poet and
soldier, Wilfred Owen, faced the harsh realities of human conflict, dying at a young age of 25, only six days
before the war ended. However, Owen creates subtle irregularities in the iambs, for example the inverted first
feet in the first stanza, 'only the monstrous anger of the guns. This is a drastic change in tone; no longer is
pathos being evoked through the unjustness of corruptness, but in the poignancy of mellow grieving. In
addition to this, Owen further expresses his anger towards the war and indeed, the death toll that it generated.
Written in sonnet form, it is an elegy for the dead. The sonnet form, para-rhymes, ironic titles, voice, and
various imagery used by Owen grasp the prominent central idea of the complete futility of. To conclude,
Owen smothers this poem in irony - with the use of sonnet form and its title as an anthem when in conflicts
both these notions and its complex contrast of concepts - the true irrationality and ultimate violence of war and
its immorality considering the futile nature of faith. Many of his poems were published posthumously, and
now well renowned. The verb to patter out means to speak rapidly and noisily; so the rifles firing so loudly
and quickly smother the orisons the prayers of the men. The pale skin of girls' brows will metaphorically
become the pall - the cloth that covers the coffin - and the flowers, traditionally placed at the graveside and
around the church, will symbolise the contemplative, beautiful thoughts of the mourners. The poem concludes
on the emphatic line: 'And each slow dusk a drawing-down of blinds. The octave deals with auditory images
of war and death and the sestet deals with more visual images. These poems express the truth and reality of
what war really is and shows his belief in the ignorance of the people. Your time is important. Through its
paradoxical nature, he expresses the impact of the war by shattering the romanticized and distorted
misconceptions with the juxtaposition of his violent images that give an insight into the true experience. In
stanza two, however there is a change of tone as well as a change of setting rather than the violent, bitter
atmosphere of the trenches, Owen transports the reader to the melancholy life at home. Owen doesn't back
away from the deaths of the young men; he relates it to the mass slaughter of animals. Contrast this scenario
played out in the first octave with the sestet's theme of religious ritual and funeral gatherings. Themes War As
Owen was a soldier himself, he witnessed the brutality and horrors of war. My subject is War, and the pity of
War. But these candles won't be held by innocent boys, the flames will be reflected in the eyes of those
doomed to die in war. Wilfred Owen was a poet who became well renowned after World War I where he
unfortunately died in battle. You are on page 1of 3 Search inside document Anthem for Doomed Youth is an
elegiac poem, which, while overflowing with a lamenting sadness, Owen also uses to convey absolute derision
for the brutality of war and the immorality that defines it. Immediately there is a sense of irony that is created
in the poem, rooted in the title: 'Anthem for Doomed Youth. Owen is also being controversial by focusing on
the negative aspects of war, which some see as disrespect for the soldiers, who give their all for the cause. The
steady beat of iambic pentameter governs the second part of the sonnet but the octet has varied rhythms
running through, with spondees and trochees featuring. I will mainly be looking at the content and form of the
three poems and comparing them to each other He implies with this phrase a dehumanization of the soldiers as
well as the fact that war causes human beings to treat each other as less than human. As well as this, by using
anaphora of the word 'only' at the beginning of these lines, it offers an answer to the previous rhetorical
question: there is a blatant lack of recognition or appreciation of those who died, there is just the inevitable
abundance of more violence and death. It is yet another line with offers conflicting ideas of the war, what with
the disjointed syllables reflecting the instability and unpredictability of war while the continuance of the
alliteration creates an unbearable sense of monotony. He wrote many poems about the First Great War, and
some of the most memorable Flowers are given on very happy, momentous occasions, but they are also in
abundance at solemn occasions like funerals. Prescribed text: War Poems and Others, Wilfred Owen Wilfred
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Owen wrote about the suffering and pity of war from his first -hand experience at the Somme. The
personification of the weapons, giving them very human states such as 'anger' here is highly significant also,
considering the previous dehumanization of the soldiers - it gives a certain unjust supremacy to the guns, and
the concept of violence emphasizing further the tragic futility of their battle. Again, he asks a futile question:
'What candles may be held to speed them all? Wilfred Owen masterfully uses both imagery and figurative
language to convey his lament for these young people who died.


